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Secondly, Drs Bamrah & MacKay did not make
it clear if they restricted their review to psychoses
associated with all karyotypic types of TS or to 45
XOonly.Inadditiontothesevencasestheyfoundin
the literature, I amawareofthree others:Beumont&
Mayou(197l); Kolb & Heaton (1975);and Money &
Mittenthal (1970).Two of thesecasesweremosaics
and may not havebeenincluded for that reason.

Thirdly, the literature also contains four casesof
TS associatedwith affective disorder of psychotic
proportions: psychotic depressive reaction, endogen
ous depression and two cases of manic-depressive
illness (Fishbain & Vilasuso, 1981). Some of these
caseswere also mosaics.

Finally, if psychotic reactions are uncommon
among TS patients, then the prevalence of TS within
schizophrenic females or females in mental insti
tutions should be lower than that in a pool of new
born girls, where the prevalence of negative sex
chromation is 0.05% (Akesson& Olanders, 1969).
Two studiesfound noTS in largenumbersof mental
hospitals (MacLean eta!, 1968)or chronic psychotic
females (Anders et a!, 1968). Another two studies
(Akesson& Olanders,1969;Kaplan & Cotton, 1968)
found 0.03% and 0.4% prevalence of TS among
mental hospital and schizophrenic women respect
ively. The one TS patient identified by Akesson &
Olanders was an XO while all three identified by
Kaplan & Cotton were mosaics. These studies in
directly support Drs Bamrah & MacKay's conten
tion that the â€œ¿�absenceof an X chromosomewould
confer some immunity from major psychiatric ill
nessâ€•.However, it appears that immunity may not be
conferred on a TS mosaic. This is the reason why the
issueof mosaicism is important to this research area.
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Aggressiveness, anxiety and drugs

SIR:The briefarticle by Kirov on this topic (Journal,
December 1989, 155, 846) draws attention to a link
between aggressive behaviour and anxiety, and de
rives a general principle that anxiolytic drugs may be
expected to have an anti-aggressive effect. An early
review of the effect of drugs on violent behaviour
(Goldstein, 1974) found little encouragement for the
use of anxiolytic or tranquillising drugs. I have had
the opportunity to review more recent literature
(Conacher, 1988) in which favourable results have
been reported for some classesof drugs, that are not,
however, all noted to possessa direct anxiolytic ef
fect. A hypothesishasbeenadvancedthat the effect
of thesedrugs is mediated through a serotoninergic
system(Editorial, 1987).

Paradoxical reactions to tranquillisers have long
beenrecognised,but there is too little known about
theseto confidently assertthat they ariseout of â€˜¿�an
abnormal terrain' suchasa previouslydamagedcen
tral nervous system. In institutional environments
wherecrowded conditions prevail, benzodiazepines
should probably be regarded as contra-indicated in
the treatment of aggression. Clinical experience sup
ports empirical evidence that other drugs can be
more effective in selectedcases.
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Auditory hallucinations during oculogyric crises

SIR: Auditory hallucinationsduring oculogyric
crises,reportedby Chiu & Rogers (Journal,July
1989,155, 110â€”113and October 1989, 155,569â€”570),
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have been attributed to a temporary imbalance
between cholinergic and dopaminergic activity
(Leigh et al, 1987).This is supported by ocular move
ments under dopaminergic control (Rascol et a!,
1989) benefiting from either anticholinergic or
dopamine receptor blocking drugs (FitzGerald &
Jankovic, 1989).
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Failure to convulse with ECT

SIR:Failure to convulsewith electroconvulsivether
apy (ECT) has been the subject of much recent dis
cussion in your Journal(Journal, January 1988, 152,
134â€”136;Journal,April1988,152,571;Journal,May
1988, 152, 712â€”713).Reference has been made to a
number ofmeasures adopted to address this problem
including vigorous pre-oxygenation, caffeine prim
ing, reduction in methohexitone dosage, the use of
chlorpromazine, cessation of benzodiazepines, the
conversion from unilateral to bilateral electrode
placement and the introduction of'high energy' ED'
machines. From a quality assurance perspective, it is
disconcerting but important to reflect on the range of
clinical activities derived from such measures. For
this purpose, the psychiatrist's activities can be dis
sected,temporally, asfollows: (a) what isdoneat the
patient's bedside if there is no convulsion on appli
cation of the electrical stimulus; (b) what changes, if
any, are made prior to the next ED' treatment
session.

To the bestof my knowledge,neither routine has
been surveyed. Discussion with a number of col
leaguesworking in different institutions suggeststhat
an alarming variety of practices and protocols
abound. To expound on (a), for example, some psy
chiatrists will not deliver a further stimulus if a
patient does not convulse with the initial one. Other
psychiatrists decide to give one, two or three further
stimuli before either effecting a seizure or abandon
ing ED' for theday. Someadministera repeatstimu
lus immediately after failure of a preceding one.
Others ensure that a designated period of time
(usually up to a minute) elapses between adminis
trations. Some psychiatrists will not change the
original electrical settingsfor repeatstimuli. Others
increasethe duration but not the amplitude of the
current. Others increase the amplitude but not the
duration. Still others increase both the amplitude
and duration. Incrementsin suchparametersdepend
partly on the nature of the ED' machine but are, in
any case,often randomly chosen. Some psychiatrists
retain the initial electrode position, perhaps exerting
more pressureon the patient's skin. Someconvert
from unilateral to bilateral placement. Many psy
chiatrists arehesitantor inconsistentin their routine.
A familiar scenariomayemergeâ€”¿�anelectricalstimu
lus is delivered,aclinical fit doesn'tensue,the anaes
thetist and psychiatrist look expectantly at one
another, the attendant nurses look politely at the
floor.

Thedescribeddiversity of practiceis,! suspect,not
restrictedto the Antipodes. It is lamentable.The ad
ministration of anelectricalcurrent to theheadisnot
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Reviewing reviewers

SIR:I havereadEllenberger'sbook TheDiscoveryof
the Unconscious:The History and Evolution of Dy
namic Psychiatry from cover to cover. Twice. Does
this qualify me for some sort of record?

I was quite disappointed with MacDiarmid's re
consideration of the book (Journal, January 1990,
156, 135â€”139),and taken aback that he considered it
acceptable to admit he had not even read it all. I had
thought that asinequanonof reviewingwasthat the
reviewer read the pieceunder review, be it never so
long or tedious. It is long, but in my opinion not a
page too long.

PerhapsbecauseMacDiarmid is not familiar with
thewhole of thebook, the impressionI receivedfrom
his reviewwasnot the sameasthat which I got from
the book itself. Ellenberger's chapter on Janet is
actually considerably longer than his chapter on
Freud, yet approximately half of MacDiarmid's
reviewdealsdirectly with the latter.

I had found that this was one of the strengthsof
Ellenberger'sbook that he,asit were,put Freud into
perspective,so that onecould seewhat camebefore,
after and at the same time, despite Freud's sub
sequentand now challengedpre-eminence.I don't
think that this is reflectedin MacDiarmid's review.

It may seemimpertinent, but I don't think it un
reasonableto requestthat peoplewho review books
should take the time to readthem fully.
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